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Stance-taking, the public act of positioning oneself toward objects, people

or states of a�airs, has been studied in many fields of research. Recently,

its multimodal realization in interaction has received increasing attention. The

current contribution aims to take stock of research on multimodal stance-taking

so far, and to present possible avenues for future research. We systematically

gathered and appraised 76 articles that investigate the involvement of bodily-visual

resources in stance-taking in interaction. The critical appraisal focused on two

dimensions of the stance act: form-function relations constituting it, and its

dynamic organization in interaction. Regarding form-function relations, we found

systematic involvement of specific bodily-visual resources in di�erent stance acts,

as well as patterns of multimodal intensification and mitigation of stances. As for

its dynamic organization, the review discusses how stance-taking is organized

temporally throughout an interaction, with all participants involved carefully

negotiating and adapting their stances to one another. Finally, attention is paid

to the broader context of stance-taking, including its role in di�erent social and

societal contexts. Based on this review, we were able to identify several gaps

in the literature, and avenues for future research. We argue that much potential

for broadening the scope of research lies in increasing the methodological

diversity in approaching multimodal stance-taking, as well as in cross-linguistic

studies and varying settings and participant constellations. In conclusion, research

into multimodal stance-taking is vibrant, with ample opportunities for future

work. This review can be considered as a call to action to move beyond the

premise that stance-taking is multimodal, and further investigate this intriguing

and fundamental human capacity.
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1. Introduction

One of the key properties of language is its ability to simultaneously represent

subjects, objects or events, and express a stance or viewpoint toward these representations.

As a matter of fact, it is hard to conceive of human communication, in spoken,

written and signed language alike, as not expressing a form of attitude, viewpoint,

belief or evaluation, even if this is largely a neutral positioning (Jaffe, 2009). Not

surprisingly, then, stance-taking as a socially contextualized and recognized interpersonal

phenomenon has received substantial attention in various subbranches of linguistics

and neighboring fields (Iwasaki and Yap, 2015; Nir and Zima, 2017; Iwasaki, 2022).
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Over the past years, several authors have presented overviews of the

existing research on this topic, zooming in on the so-called “types”

of stance (epistemic, affective, deontic)1, its realization by means

of lexico-grammatical resources, its embeddedness in context

(sequentiality and simultaneity, alignment and disalignment

of stance, etc.), but also on the various methodological and

terminological approaches that have been developed across

different fields (see e.g., Englebretson, 2007; Takanashi, 2018).

However, a systematic overview on multimodal stance-taking is

missing to date.

An important and inevitable consequence of the broad interest

in stance is that different terminology is used to refer to the same

(set of) phenomena as well as different definitions of the same

terms. Among the labels used to refer to what we described above

as stance-taking are: evaluation, assessment, attitude, appraisal,

viewpoint, perspective, and subjectivity. Each of these concepts is

couched in a particular theoretical framework, which entails a

specific epistemological andmethodological positioning. Takanashi

(2018) presents an overview of the major strands in the research

of stance, independent of these labels and theoretical premises,

including the forms and functions of stance, and its relation to the

inherent dialogicity of language.

One of the key frameworks that has been developed for the

study of stance, the so-called “Stance Triangle”, defines stance-

taking as “a public act by a social actor, achieved dialogically

through overt communicative means, of simultaneously evaluating

objects, positioning subjects (self and others), and aligning with

other subjects, with respect to any salient dimension of the

sociocultural field” (Du Bois, 2007, p. 163). By explicitly adopting

a modality-neutral approach (“overt communicative means”), Du

Bois paved the way for multimodal analyses of stance-taking.

Whereas the large majority of studies have focused on lexico-

grammatical means (see e.g., Biber and Finegan, 1989; Du Bois,

2007; Wang et al., 2022) and to a lesser extent prosodic resources

(e.g., Couper-Kuhlen, 2012) for expressing stance, the stance-

taking potential of embodied resources has only recently attracted

systematic attention. This can be explained, at least in part, by a

more general multimodal turn in Conversation Analysis (Goodwin,

2000; Deppermann, 2013; Mondada, 2019), usage-based linguistics

(Feyaerts et al., 2017; Perniss, 2018) and other fields. In these

fields, language is increasingly being studied as an inherently

complex system in which different semiotic resources2, situated in

different modalities (visual and acoustic), interact in construing

and negotiating meaning. In this article, we build on the notion of

stance as “a multimodal and polysemiotic phenomenon, [meaning]

that it involves various semiotic resources in different (perceptual)

modalities. We do not limit ourselves to the mere sum of linguistic

1 Epistemic stance is concerned with the distribution of knowledge,

whereas a�ective stance has to do with attitudes, feelings and emotions that

are part of the public record of interaction. Deontic stance, finally, concerns

the positioning with regard to the desirability and necessity of an action

(Couper-Kuhlen and Selting, 2017).

2 In this article, we distinguish (semiotic) resources from articulators. With

articulators, we refer to parts of the body such as eyes, shoulders, hands, etc.

Resources are the activities of these articulators, i.e. how these articulators

are being used specifically to convey meaning, e.g. gaze, shrug, gesture.

and gestural, but include any element from any channel or modality

that (can be) combine(d) to create meaning” (Andries et al.,

in press). By opting for this approach, we subscribe to a non-

logocentric view of language, treating on a par various embodied

resources that contribute to meaning-making in social interaction,

including gesture, gaze, facial expressions, head movements, etc.

(for overviews, see Cienki, forthcoming; Müller et al., 2013;

Bateman et al., 2017; Jewitt, 2017). Including all research that

develops a multimodal take on any of the aforementioned concepts

related to stance would generate a sample that extends the scope of

a systematic review. For this reason, we opted for an approach that

is semasiological, focusing only on research that explicitly uses the

term “stance”.

The present systematic review has two aims: First of all, we

provide a systematic overview of existing research on multimodal

stance, including a full-fledged analysis of form-function relations

as well as the dynamic organization of multimodal stance in

interaction. Secondly, we identify gaps in the research and pave

avenues for future work.

This article is structured as follows: Section 2 contains an

overview of the approach adopted for the collection and screening

of texts, eligibility criteria, the coding process and critical appraisal.

In Section 3, we provide an overview of the 76 selected articles as

well as the synthesis of two major dimensions that surfaced in the

critical appraisal. The findings and relevant gaps in the research are

summarized and contextualized in a broader scope in Sections 4–6.

2. Method

In this section, we describe the databases and search strategies

chosen, the eligibility criteria, our selection process, as well as

the synthesis methods we used to arrive at our critical appraisal.

Throughout this systematic review, the PRISMA statement was

followed (Page et al., 2021). The PRISMA statement contains a

set of detailed guidelines to facilitate transparent and complete

reporting of systematic reviews and includes guidelines concerning,

for instance, the reporting of the Methods, e.g., “Specify the

methods used to decide whether a study met the inclusion criteria

of the review, including how many reviewers screened each record

and each report retrieved, whether they worked independently, and

if applicable, details of automation tools used in the process” (Page

et al., 2021, p. 4).

2.1. Databases and search strategies

Based on consultation with experts on systematic literature

reviews (E. Vancoppenolle and T. Vandendriessche, personal

communication, February 2022), as well as a guidance article on

conducting systematic literature reviews in the field of Linguistics

(Macaro, 2019), we included the following databases in our

search: Web of Science (henceforth WoS), JSTOR, Linguistics

and Language Behavior Abstracts (henceforth LLBA), and four

databases from EBSCO, namely the eBook collection; MLA

International Bibliography; Communication and Mass Media; and

CINAHL. These databases reflect a wide range of information

sources from different fields.
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In order to extract all relevant articles from the selected

databases, we developed the following search strategy: The two

primary concepts that needed to be reflected in our search string

were stance, and interaction. As mentioned in the introduction,

we adopted a semasiological approach and only included articles

in which the authors use the word ‘stance’ in the title, abstract or

keywords. This means that we did not specifically include articles

that investigate ‘appraisal’, ‘attitude’ or other terms that can be

argued to refer to the same concept (see Takanashi, 2018, p. 174

for a list of alternative terminology connected to stance). The

rationale behind this was that broadening the scope of the review

would lead to an increasingly fuzzy notion of the concept at stake.

To capture the concept of interaction, we proposed the following

quasi-synonyms as search terms: ‘conversation,’ ‘interaction,’ ‘talk,’

‘discourse,’ ‘communication,’ and ‘sign language.’ By adding ‘sign

language’ to our search string, we aimed at explicitly including

research on signed interaction.

To be included in the search, articles should contain both

‘stance’ and one of the synonyms for ‘interaction’ This resulted in

the following search string:

(stanc∗ AND (conversat∗ OR interact∗ OR talk∗ OR

discourse∗ OR communicat∗ OR “sign∗ language∗” OR spoken))

We applied further filters, depending on the options for each

database. For a complete overview of the search strings per

database, including filters, see Supplementary Table 1. After an

initial search, we inspected the search results in order to ensure that

our search string had an accurate scope (i.e., whether other terms

should be added or removed), and found that an adaptation was

not necessary.

2.2. Eligibility criteria

We defined and continuously adapted the eligibility criteria

in an iterative process throughout the screening. In our final

selection, we included peer-reviewed book chapters and articles

that presented original research (excluding literature reviews,

secondary literature, introductions to special issues, as well as

conference proceedings). Based on the language proficiencies

within our author team, we decided to include articles in English,

Dutch, French, German, and Italian3. Given our primary focus on

stance-taking in the bodily-visual modality, we included articles

if they concerned spoken or signed interaction between humans,

and excluded articles investigating stance in written or non-human

(e.g., human-AI-interaction) forms of communication.

Another set of criteria related to themeaning and interpretation

of stance. We included articles that investigate the form and

function of stance in interaction, and excluded articles in which

stance was used in relation to (a) the stance of the authors of

an article (e.g., “in this article, we take the stance that. . . ”), (b)

intentional stance, which pertains to the philosophical concept

that ascribes intentions or agency to people, AIs or other systems

(Dennett, 1987), (c) physical stance, when not connected to the

3 Note that we did not translate our search string into di�erent languages,

leading to search results with articles that had English titles and/or abstracts.

notion of stance as expression of evaluations, and (d) lexico-

grammatical markers in which the multimodal aspects of stance-

taking were not considered. Lastly, we excluded articles concerning

(e) the content of stance, without focusing on its form as such.

For example, an article was excluded which investigates “levels

of paternal involvement during the decision-making process for

childbirth method” (Andreou et al., 2022), and the stances fathers

have about certain types of childbirth methods, without discussing

how exactly these stances are expressed. Articles on identity

construction or political discourse often fell into this content-

related category.

2.3. Screening process

Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the screening process. The final

search in all databases yielded a total of 8,423 references. After

duplicate removal, 6,776 articles were left. Abstracts were screened

based on the eligibility criteria described above. For the initial

screening, we used the free online software Rayyan (Ouzzani et al.,

2016). Rayyan allows the creation of exclusion criteria and labels as

well as highlighting key words in texts to aid the screening process.

An inter-coder agreement test for 6.8% of the articles (n = 459),

was performed by two junior researchers and one senior researcher

(KM, CV and GB). The test showed almost perfect agreement

(Fleiss’ Kappa= 0.819, %-agreement= 95.0). The complete author

team revised conflict cases together and the criteria were refined.

The remaining abstracts were divided and screened individually by

the three coders above, who also resolved any remaining cases of

doubt together.

After the abstract screening, 244 articles were included for a

full-text screening. Using the eligibility criteria described above, we

limited the selection of articles to those that concerned stance in the

visual modality, be it in combination with other resources or not. As

a consequence, we excluded texts that concerned (a) only prosodic

markers of stance, and (b) only liminal signs such as laughter, clicks

or other vocalizations (Dingemanse, 2020). Another inter-coder

agreement test was performed for 8.6% of the articles (n = 21),

by the three junior researchers (FA, CV and KM), which showed

substantial agreement (Fleiss’ Kappa= 0.795, %-agreement= 85.7).

The remaining texts were divided and screened individually, and

cases of doubt were resolved between the three coders. In this phase,

a total of 168 articles was excluded, resulting in the final selection

of 76 articles for data collection and critical appraisal.

2.4. Coding process

76 articles were imported into Nvivo (QSR International Pty

Ltd, 2022). All co-authors participated in this phase and coded

the articles adhering to the codebook, which can be found in

Supplementary Table 2. The codes and definitions were negotiated

in several steps, and sub-codes were added to specify or standardize

codes such as ‘analytical framework’, or ‘multimodal package’. We

defined the latter as passages that describe examples and results

containing information regarding the different semiotic resources

at stake. Importantly, the codes were all based on what is explicitly

stated in the texts.
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FIGURE 1

A flow chart showing four steps for the selection of relevant studies. First, relevant articles were identified in databases (n = 8423) and duplicates

were removed (n = 1647). Next abstracts were screened. Here, abstracts were excluded for various reasons: “content of stance” (n = 3692),

“researcher stance” (n = 772), “physical stance” (n = 680), “written” (n = 575), “lexico-grammatical only” (338), and other (n = 768). In the third step,

the full text was retrieved for 244 articles. Fourth, the full texts were assessed for eligibility. Articles were excluded for various reasons:

“lexico-grammatical only” (n = 56), “prosody only” (n = 36), “liminal signs only” (n = 11), “no stance claims” (n = 19), and other (n = 47). In total, 76

articles were included in the review.

The goal of this process was to gain an overview of general

information about the selected articles, which can be found in

Supplementary Table 3. In the next phase of coding and annotating,

we went beyond explicit information given in the texts and strived

for more synthesis and interpretation to identify common themes

in research aims or claims pertaining to multimodal stance.

2.5. Critical appraisal

All coders identified research aims or questions as well as

claims made in the selected publications pertaining to stance in the

bodily-visual modality. To identify claims, coders decided which

text passages contained not only specific analytical observations but

more general assertions about multimodal stance. Three authors

(FA, CV, and KM) detected common themes connecting the

articles, taking a bottom-up approach. The rest of this contribution

is structured along the following dimensions:

(1) Form-function relations, including specific form-function

relations and the intensification andmitigation of stance. (2) Stance

as a dynamics process, more specifically, the temporal and

collaborative organization of stance as well as stance in a broader

context.

For each of these dimensions, specific claims per article were

revisited and related to the analyses and multimodal packages.

Importantly, we acknowledge that the dimensions listed above are

in no way mutually exclusive. However, they mirror higher-level

theoretical questions connected to stance-taking and multimodal

interaction in general, and are therefore discussed separately in

this review.

3. Results

3.1. Overview of the included articles

Let us start by summarizing the selection of articles that feature

in the current review. As can be seen in Supplementary Table 3,

our selection includes 76 articles, spanning a range of analytical

frameworks and languages of interaction. Although we did not

limit our search according to date of publication, the earliest
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publication in our review dates back to 2005, highlighting the

recency with which the term stance has gained prominence in

relation to multimodality. Almost two thirds of the selected articles

place themselves in the analytical framework4 of Conversation

Analysis (n = 44), an overwhelming majority of the articles took

a qualitative approach (n = 60), with few articles using mixed

methods (n = 9) or quantitative methods (n = 7). With respect

to the languages under scrutiny, English is the most frequently

investigated language (n = 32) followed by Swedish (n = 9) and

Finnish (n = 8). As regards the stance types being studied in the

articles, most articles focus on affective stance (n = 39), while less

attention goes to epistemic stance (n = 28) and very few articles

focus on deontic stance (n = 5). Finally, almost half of the selected

articles (n= 36) do not use the labels above.

Not surprisingly given our selection criteria, almost all articles

highlight that lexico-grammatical resources do not constitute a

stance act by themselves, but instead cooperate with bodily-visual

resources, also taking into account the embodied participation

framework and local material context of the interaction. Stance acts

can be accomplished in the bodily-visual modality only (e.g., Berger

and Rae, 2012; Van De Mieroop, 2020) as well as in combination

with verbal resources (e.g., Goodwin C., 2007; Stoenica and Fiedler,

2021). In most cases, stance acts arise not by isolated resources,

bodily-visual or other, but as a “gestalt” (Mondada, 2014) in which

the stance is expressed through a combined effect of all resources

working in concert (Jensen, 2014; Pinto and Vigil, 2019). See as an

example the case of the shrug: The associated stance of indexing

obviousness emerges as a compounded effect of the opening of the

hands, raising of the shoulders, tilting and shaking of the head and

raising of the eyebrows, or any combination of these components

(Jehoul et al., 2017; Marrese et al., 2021). Sometimes the verbal and

bodily-visual modality are described to have a contrastive relation,

and the stance taken in the verbal modality is different from the

one in the bodily-visual modality (e.g., Deppermann and Gubina,

2021). In Section 3.2, we will dig deeper into the possible relations

between different articulators and resources at stake.

Another recurring claim in the selection of articles is

that bodily-visual resources present affordances of stance-taking

unavailable in the verbal modality. The possibility to use multiple

semiotic resources (bodily-visual or other) simultaneously, gives

rise to a wide range of options for participants to time their

stance display, and continuously adapt their stance to that of their

interlocutor, without interrupting talk. This will be discussed in

more detail in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.

Furthermore, the bodily-visual modality affords a variety of

possibilities to stay “off the record” (Ford et al., 2012, p. 209), as

in avoiding explicitly stating potentially inappropriate assessments

verbally. As Ford and colleagues put it: “by using a bodily-visual

modality, [the participant] displays an orientation to the action as

one that should be obvious and, therefore, inferable” (Ford et al.,

4 The label “not specified” was assigned whenever authors did not explicitly

place their work in any specific analytical framework. It should be noted,

however, that our review includes several articles by pivotal figures in their

respective areas of research, which may result in analytical frameworks not

being specifically mentioned in articles by, for example, M.H. or C. Goodwin

as well as Couper-Kuhlen or Mondada.

2012, p. 209). Due to this inferable nature of the bodily-visual

modality, it is particularly suited for the expression of stance on

various occasions such as to playfully withhold information (Ford

et al., 2012), to avoid face-threatening actions (Berger and Rae,

2012), to motivate other-completion of delicate assessments (Li,

2021) or to display a stance in institutional contexts like courtrooms

(Matoesian, 2018). This aspect will be revisited in Section 3.3.3.

We now present the critical appraisal of the literature, with a focus

on two main dimensions: form-function relations, and dynamicity

of stance-taking.

3.2. Form-function relations

3.2.1. Specific form-function relations
One of the main questions many scholars who study

multimodal stance are driven by is which semiotic resources

speakers and signers use to convey stance and how they are related

to each other. Many articles in this review have, amongst other

things, analyzed different resources and provide partial responses

to this overarching question. The following paragraphs are based on

Table 1 which has a two-fold purpose: first, it provides an overview

of resources that have already been linked to specific function types,

and second, it serves as reference list for scholars interested in

specific stance expressions5.

As far as relations between multimodal packages and specific

functions are concerned, we were able to identify three established

patterns which are mentioned in multiple articles. Firstly, we

observed that a shrug, which can contain head tilting, raising of the

shoulders and eyebrows, a stretched downmouth and/or a palm up

gesture, can be used to express either low certainty (Roseano et al.,

2016) or obviousness (Jehoul et al., 2017). Although contradictory

at first glance, in both cases, the shrug indicates a nuance of

distancing, either from a stance object or co-participant(s).

Secondly, we found a relation between several bodily-visual

resources and the expressed proximity or distancing toward stance

subjects or objects. For instance, proximity may be displayed

through gazing at (Mondada, 2009; Kääntä, 2014; Churchill, 2022),

moving toward (Cekaite, 2007; Mondada, 2009; Kääntä, 2014;

Pauletto et al., 2017), pointing at (Mondada, 2009; Butler and

Edwards, 2018) or touching (Pauletto et al., 2017) a stance object or

co-participant. These activities can be tied down both to epistemic

access (in reference to the stance object) as well as affiliation

(regarding stance subjects). Also note that the same form—for

example gazing at the stance object—can have differing functions

such as expressing disengagement (Heller, 2021) or directing

attention toward it (Mondada, 2009; Kääntä, 2014; Churchill,

2022), depending on its sequential positioning (see Section 3.3.1).

A third form-function relation that emerges from our analysis

is the expression of a change-of-state by the recipient through

5 Note that this table does not include any information on the specific

sequential position of these resources in the course of interactions, nor

does it take into account the full multimodal packages. For example, raised

eyebrows, which can constitute part of a compound ‘shrug’ are listed

separately in the table. The temporality of stance is discussed separately in

Section 3.3.1.
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TABLE 1 Specific form-function relations.

Semiotic resource Form/design feature Interactional function Relevant studies

Head Head tilt Negative stance Clift, 2014

Head tilt Request Hübscher et al., 2019

Head tilt Obviousness Jehoul et al., 2017

Head tilt Questioning stance Kääntä, 2014

Head shake Resistant compliance Clift, 2021

Head shake Refusal Evaldsson and Melander, 2017

Head shake Obviousness Jehoul et al., 2017

Head shake Distancing Kärkkäinen, 2012

Head shake Intensification of semantic content of stance Kärkkäinen, 2012

Head shake Positive stance Mondada, 2009

Neck roll Confrontational, argumentative stance Goodwin and Alim, 2010

Head nod Doing thinking Heller, 2021

Head nod Acknowledgment Mondada, 2009

Head nod (Re)alignment Muntigl et al., 2012

Head nod Shared affective stance Pfänder and Couper-Kuhlen,
2019

Head nod High certainty Roseano et al., 2016

Head nod (Dis)affiliation Stivers, 2008

Head down Request Hübscher et al., 2019

Head orientation Epistemic access Mondada, 2009

Head movement Accompanying pragmatic or discourse marker Bolly and Boutet, 2018

Head movement Intensification of stance Bolly and Boutet, 2018

Face Mouth Smiling Backchanneling Feyaerts et al., 2022

Smiling Amused or humorous stance Ruusuvuori and Peräkylä,
2009; Kaukomaa et al., 2013;
Feyaerts et al., 2022

Smiling Request Hübscher et al., 2019

Smiling Marking as delicate Li, 2021

Smiling Affiliation Ruusuvuori and Peräkylä,
2009

Smiling Expectant stance Soulaimani, 2018

Pressed lips Negative stance Li, 2021; Hou, 2022

Pouted lower lip Disapproval Li, 2021

Mouth stretched down Low certainty Roseano et al., 2016

Mouth movement Accompanying pragmatic or discourse marker Bolly and Boutet, 2018

Eyes Eye roll Resistant compliance Clift, 2021

Eye roll Confrontational, argumentative stance Goodwin and Alim, 2010

Squinting Amusement Feyaerts et al., 2022

Squinting Doing thinking Heller, 2021

Squinting Puzzlement Hou, 2022

Squinting Distancing Kärkkäinen, 2012

Squinting Intensification of semantic content of stance Kärkkäinen, 2012

Widened eyes Surprise Kaukomaa et al., 2015

Widened eyes Shock Schröder, 2020

Stirring gaze Heightened emotional intensity Evaldsson and Melander, 2017

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Semiotic resource Form/design feature Interactional function Relevant studies

Eyebrows Raised brows Reaction to obviousness Feyaerts et al., 2022

Raised brows Request Hübscher et al., 2019

Raised brows Obviousness Jehoul et al., 2017

Raised brows Surprise Kaukomaa et al., 2015

Raised brows Negative stance Li, 2021

Raised brows Shock Schröder, 2020

Eyebrow flash Change of knowledge state Mondada, 2009

Frown Marking as problematic Ruusuvuori and Peräkylä,
2009; Kääntä, 2014; Heller,
2021; Li, 2021

Frown Puzzlement Hou, 2022

Eyebrow movement Accompanying pragmatic or discourse marker Bolly and Boutet, 2018

Gaze Gaze aversion Resistance Cekaite, 2007; Evaldsson and
Melander, 2017

Gaze aversion Divergent stance Haddington, 2006; Ekström,
2012; Toomaneejinda and
Harding, 2018; Pekarek
Doehler et al., 2021

Gaze aversion Doing thinking Heller, 2021

Gaze at stance object Directing attention to stance object Mondada, 2009; Kääntä, 2014;
Churchill, 2022

Gaze at stance object Doing thinking Heller, 2021

Shared gaze at stance object Shared attention to stance object Haddington, 2006; Mondada,
2009; Churchill, 2022

Mutual gaze Shared stance Haddington, 2006; Jensen,
2014; Toomaneejinda and
Harding, 2018

Mutual gaze Equal epistemic rights Pfänder and Couper-Kuhlen,
2019

Gaze at co-participant Affiliation Vranjes et al., 2018; Stoenica
and Fiedler, 2021

Gaze at co-participant Change of knowledge state Vranjes et al., 2018

Gaze at co-participant Distancing Vranjes and Brône, 2021

(Accelerated) gaze alternation Invitation for affiliation Rühlemann et al., 2019

Arms or shoulders Shoulder shrug Request Hübscher et al., 2019

Shoulder shrug Obviousness Jehoul et al., 2017

Shoulder shrug Low certainty Roseano et al., 2016

Arm-flapping Attracting visual attention Butler and Edwards, 2018

Arm-flapping Negative stance Butler and Edwards, 2018

Trunk or body Orientation toward referent or co-participant Directing attention to stance object Cekaite, 2007

Orientation toward referent Directing attention to stance object Mondada, 2009; Kääntä, 2014

Orientation toward co-participant Preparation for turn-sharing Pfänder and Couper-Kuhlen,
2019

Change of posture Change of knowledge state Mondada, 2009

Movement toward co-participant Display of closeness Pauletto et al., 2017

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Semiotic resource Form/design feature Interactional function Relevant studies

Movement toward co-participant Stance or sentiment questions Trujillo and Holler, 2021

Movement away from co-participant Disalignment, disagreement Honda, 2010

Lateral or forward leaning Request Hübscher et al., 2019

Forward and backward swaying Shared affective stance Jensen, 2014

Sychronized posture Shared affective stance Pfänder and Couper-Kuhlen,
2019

Frozen body movement Change of state Schröder, 2020; Heller, 2021

Deflation Negative stance Clift, 2014

Forceful body movement Refusal Evaldsson and Melander, 2017

Enlarged torso movement Stance or sentiment questions Trujillo and Holler, 2021

Hands Open hand(s) Obviousness Jehoul et al., 2017; Marrese
et al., 2021

Open hand(s) Distancing Kärkkäinen, 2012

Open hand(s) Intensification of semantic content of stance Kärkkäinen, 2012

Palm-up gesture Attracting visual attention Butler and Edwards, 2018

Palm-up gesture Negative stance Butler and Edwards, 2018

Hand position toward object Epistemic rights Norén et al., 2021; Churchill,
2022

Hand position toward co-participant Affiliation Trujillo and Holler, 2021

Pointing gestures Attracting visual attention Butler and Edwards, 2018

Pointing gestures Negative stance Butler and Edwards, 2018

Pointing gestures Evidentiality Roseano et al., 2016

Pointing gestures Epistemic stance Stirling et al., 2022

Pointing gestures to stance object Epistemic access Mondada, 2009

Acoustic pointing gesture Authorative stance Gilbert, 2018

Hand covering face Shame Schröder, 2020

Emphatic hand gestures Negative stance Butler and Edwards, 2018;
Schröder, 2020

Pragmatic hand gestures Stance Bolly and Boutet, 2018

Physical action Forceful physical action Intensification of negative stance Evaldsson and Melander, 2017

Manipulating object Epistemic access Mondada, 2009

Moving toward/touching co-participant Display of closeness Pauletto et al., 2017

Pushing away co-participants’ hands Epistemic rights Norén et al., 2021

eye and eyebrow movements (Mondada, 2009; Kaukomaa et al.,

2015; Schröder, 2020), which may be accompanied by frozen

body posture (Schröder, 2020). Here, the widened eyes and

raised eyebrows can index shock (Schröder, 2020) or surprise

(Kaukomaa et al., 2015), and eyebrow flashes may indicate a change

in knowledge state (Mondada, 2009). All of these displays can

index that a verbal elaboration on the stance may follow (see

also Section 3.3.1), and are epistemically as well as affectively

loaded, on a continuum ranging from more negative to more

positive. At this point, it may be interesting to note that only

few articles in our selection explicitly mention the combination

of affective and epistemic stance (n = 3). In contrast, affective

stance on its own appears in almost half of the claims (n

= 33), followed by epistemic stance in about a quarter of

the claims (n = 21). For a more elaborate description of the

distribution of stance types over the selection of articles, see

Supplementary Table 4.

On the level of individual forms, regardless of the multimodal

package they appear in, several patterns emerge.We foundmultiple

claims in our selected articles stating that head nods are used for

acknowledgments (Mondada, 2009) or alignment (Muntigl et al.,

2012; Pfänder and Couper-Kuhlen, 2019) and that head shakes

can be used to express distancing or disbelief (Kärkkäinen, 2012;

Evaldsson and Melander, 2017). Moreover, a frown is described to

problematize a topic or stance object (Ruusuvuori and Peräkylä,

2009; Kääntä, 2014; Heller, 2021; Li, 2021) while interactants smile
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to express amusement (Ruusuvuori and Peräkylä, 2009; Kaukomaa

et al., 2013; Feyaerts et al., 2022). Note again that these stance

acts contain both affective and epistemic dimensions of multiple

polarities. Zooming out, about two thirds of the articles link a

cluster of multiple articulators to one function, whereas one third

link only one resource to a function, highlighting the ‘gestalt’ nature

of stance acts. For a more elaborate description of the distribution

of the articulators involved in stance expression over the selection

of articles, see Supplementary Table 4.

3.2.2. Intensification and mitigation of stance
A subset of articles in our selection describes form-

function relations with reference to the intensity of a stance.

Multimodal construction plays an important role in the

intensification and mitigation of stance, surfacing in three

aspects: (1) the relation between the verbal and bodily-visual

modality; (2) their temporal organization; and (3) effort

and goal-orientation.

Similar to what was mentioned in the overview, the relation

between the verbal and bodily-visual modality can take different

forms. It can be one of convergence, with multimodal resources

“boosting” (Van De Mieroop, 2020, p. 605), or intensifying a stance

(Evaldsson and Melander, 2017; Marrese et al., 2021). On the other

hand, it can be one of contrast, with multimodal resources either

distancing the speaker from the stance object and another stance

subject (Kärkkäinen, 2012) or implicitly resisting a line of action by

another speaker (Cekaite, 2020).

With regard to the temporal organization, several studies have

documented sequences of intensification within one participant

(‘intra-participant’) (Cekaite, 2007; Keel, 2015; Evaldsson and

Melander, 2017), in which marked bodily conduct is contrasted

with previous unmarked bodily conduct (Matoesian, 2005).

In these cases, an initially primarily verbal stance act may

be upgraded in a ‘second, multimodal attempt’, which then

serves as an intensification of the ‘first attempt’. In other

cases, stances are intensified locally, when they occur in

moments of “heightened embodiment” (Kärkkäinen, 2012, p.

497). Here, intensification can be achieved either by drawing

on more resources (Kärkkäinen, 2012; Muntigl and Horvath,

2014; Evaldsson and Melander, 2017; Hübscher et al., 2019;

Van De Mieroop, 2020), by a larger or more animated use

of resources (Goodwin and Alim, 2010; Keel, 2015; Cekaite,

2020), or by temporally aligning the use of manual gesture with

speech (Matoesian, 2005), see also Section 3.3.1. In light of these

observations, multimodal intensification presents itself as a gradual

phenomenon (Pinto and Vigil, 2019) offering a multitude of ways

of expression.

Multimodal intensification and mitigation seem to be a

gradable, flexible effort, challenging participants to continuously

adapt the amount and nature of their multimodal marking in the

most efficient way to the ever-evolving communicative situation.

We found this both in cases of sequential intra-participant

intensification of stance, as well as in cases of interpersonal (or

inter-contextual) intensification. For instance, children tend to

use more multimodal resources during requests in more face-

threatening situations (requesting from an unknown experimenter)

compared to less face-threatening situations (requesting from a

classmate) (Hübscher et al., 2019). By continuously adapting to the

situation at hand, the phenomenon of multimodal intensification

of stance qualifies as a ‘goal-oriented process’. This is manifested

in various ways, such as by obtaining a personal goal or effect,

e.g., when requesting an object (Hübscher et al., 2019) or

attention (Cekaite, 2007); resisting someone else’s goal, e.g., in

non-compliance (Evaldsson and Melander, 2017; Cekaite, 2020);

and increasing or decreasing distance from other participants, i.e.,

other stance subjects (Goodwin and Alim, 2010; Ekström, 2012;

Kärkkäinen, 2012; Keel, 2015), see also Section 3.3.3.

3.3. Stance as a dynamic process

3.3.1. Temporal organization of stance
A large number of articles in the selection contains claims

pertaining to the temporal organization of stance-taking. The

following synthesis emerges from the combination of four

parameters: phenomena that are primarily realized as actions

of one participant (‘intra-participant’) or across participants

(‘interpersonal’), at the same time (‘simultaneously’) or temporally

unfolding (‘sequentially’), resulting in the four subsets discussed

in the following paragraphs. Articles containing claims about

several phenomena, also in overlap, will reappear in the

respective paragraphs.

Firstly, a subset of articles discusses specific combinations

of simultaneously occurring use of different semiotic resources

expressed by one participant (intra-participant), which, in their

combination, fulfill a certain stance function. Such multimodal

packages occur in different combinations of semiotic resources.

Some are linked to specific verbal utterances (Pekarek Doehler

et al., 2021; Stoenica and Fiedler, 2021), e.g., the turn-final

French phrase tu vois (“you see”) with a rising intonation occurs

simultaneously with the speaker’s gaze directed at the recipient

(Stoenica and Fiedler, 2021). Other packages consist of liminal

signs, such as clicks combined with head movements (Pinto and

Vigil, 2019). These gestalts may also be purely visual, as in the

example of thinking displays (Heller, 2021). In all these cases,

one participant draws on multiple resources simultaneously to

express stance(s). Some articles mention the use of polyphonic

strategies in stance expressions, i.e., the way speakers or signers

present multiple stances from different viewpoints at the same

time, which may or may not be contradicting (Kärkkäinen, 2012;

Soulaimani, 2018; Groenewold and Armstrong, 2019; Donzelli,

2020). When speakers draw on enactment to represent someone

else’s stance, they can simultaneously use visual resources, such as

manual gestures (Kärkkäinen, 2012; Soulaimani, 2018; Groenewold

and Armstrong, 2019; Donzelli, 2020), squinting of the eyes, and

head shakes (Kärkkäinen, 2012) to disaffiliate with the reported

stance (see also Section 3.3.3).

Secondly, intra-participant stance displays are studied in

relation to their sequential unfolding. These can be split up into

stance displays that occur in ‘turn-initial,’ ‘mid turn,’ or ‘turn-

final’ position. For example, turn-initially, cut-off gaze can precede

an utterance with a divergent stance (Haddington, 2006; Pekarek

Doehler et al., 2021). Manual gestures and facial expressions

are described as having the potential to announce or negotiate
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stance visually before it is done so verbally (Berger and Rae,

2012; Kaukomaa et al., 2013, 2015; Norén et al., 2021), similar to

specific visual resources co-occurring with clicks before stanced

utterances (Ogden, 2013). Skogmyr Marian (2021) observes that

in complaining sequences, visual displays, such as covering one’s

eyes with the hands and shaking the head, can signal stance early

on. In a mid-turn position, Marrese et al. (2021) observe palm-

up gestures at the same time as verbal utterances to express or

intensify stances of obviousness (Marrese et al., 2021). Iwasaki

(2015) describes that speakers of Japanese pause their turn and

establish mutual gaze in order to be able to include their co-

participant’s reaction in finishing their own turn. For the turn-final

position, the potential for withholding information and potentially

invoking other-completion after incomplete syntax is discussed

(Ford et al., 2012; Li, 2021). There are also stance displays which

can potentially occur at any of the three given points with reference

to a participant’s turn (Jehoul et al., 2017; Deppermann and

Gubina, 2021). For instance, depending on the sequential order

of permission-seeking and action completion, different deontic

stances are expressed (Deppermann and Gubina, 2021). Relating

to longer stretches of interaction, an increase in stance expressions

and recruitment for alignment are observed around climaxes and

endings of storytelling (Ruusuvuori and Peräkylä, 2009; Niemelä,

2010; Rühlemann et al., 2019).

Thirdly, some articles deal with stance phenomena across

participants (inter-participant) occurring simultaneously, thus

closely linked to the collaborative nature of stance-taking (see

Section 3.3.2). For instance, recipients are observed to perform

thinking displays during a speaker’s turn (Heller, 2021), or

participants perform synchronized actions at the same time (Katila

and Philipsen, 2019; Pfänder and Couper-Kuhlen, 2019).

Fourthly, stance displays are studied on an inter-participant

(interpersonal) level in their sequential unfolding. Some articles

discuss specific stance displays with respect to their sequential

position in an interaction (Stivers, 2008; Clift, 2014; Kääntä,

2014; Pillet-Shore, 2018, 2020). Others observe certain reactions

following stance displays: facial expressions responding to

expressions of obviousness (Feyaerts et al., 2022), the timing of

head nods (Stivers, 2008; Muntigl et al., 2012) and turn-opening

smiles (Kaukomaa et al., 2013) depending on alignment or

disalignment with the previous participant’s stance. Other effects

of stance displays on the sequential unfolding of an interaction

are observed with respect to storytelling and promoting alignment

(Ruusuvuori and Peräkylä, 2009; Bateman, 2020), student-teacher

interactions (Sharma, 2013; Evaldsson andMelander, 2017), as well

as collaborative reasoning (Heller, 2021). Finally, Churchill (2022)

studies the diachronic development of multimodal stance-taking

in an instructional setting, showing how changes in knowledge of

the student are reflected in the recipient design of instructions by

the teacher.

3.3.2. Collaborative organization of stance
The fact that stance-taking is a collaboratively achieved

phenomenon has been demonstrated in several previous studies

(cf. Takanashi, 2018). In this review, the notions of collaboration,

cooperation and co-construction surface in about half of

the articles.

First of all, several general observations are made with regard to

the visual modality: a shared (embodied) participation framework

and epistemic access are prerequisites for any collaborative stance-

taking. Epistemic access and rights are shaped by, for example,

body positioning (Goodwin M. H., 2007; Goodwin and Goodwin,

2012; Melander, 2012; Melander Bowden, 2019; Norén et al., 2021),

gaze behavior (Haddington, 2006), and deictic gestures (Mondada,

2009). Deontics and agency can also bemanaged through embodied

actions, for instance, in presuming the intersubjectivity of the

permissibility of actions (Deppermann and Gubina, 2021). Some

articles explicitly mention a division of labor between speaker and

addressee with regard to who initiates an expression of stance which

can then be taken up by another participant (Kaukomaa et al., 2015;

Heller, 2021).

Secondly, linked to the notion of initiation and uptake,

several articles describe how one stance elicits another stance

with the goal of alignment. Some do so without mentioning

specific form-function relations (Matoesian, 2005; Cekaite, 2007;

Muntigl and Horvath, 2014; Tainio and Laine, 2015). In the setting

of storytelling, narrators’ visual stance displays are observed to

assure fit responses by recipients and eventual reciprocation of

the stance expressed (Ruusuvuori and Peräkylä, 2009; Niemelä,

2010; Soulaimani, 2017), rendering affective stance a “systematic

collaborative achievement” (Bateman, 2020, p. 646). From the

recipient’s perspective, Pillet-Shore (2020) describes that stance

displays along with context information aid to infer which response

is adequate or expected. Specific forms of stance displays and

reactions to them are observed, for example, by Iwasaki (2015)

concerning the use of gaze and turn suspension, see Section 3.3.1.

Other examples include the reactions to expressions of obviousness

(Jehoul et al., 2017; Feyaerts et al., 2022) or whining (Butler

and Edwards, 2018). So called “thinking displays” are found to

emphasize the joint and emergent character of decision-making

(Heller, 2021) and often result in reciprocation of the same form.

Another action described as an invitation for collaboration, and

more specifically collusion, is the eye roll (Clift, 2021).

Thirdly, an uptake of the same or similar forms as shared

stance-taking plays an important role in alignment, for instance,

in the case of reciprocation of smiles (Kaukomaa et al.,

2013) and recycling of manual gestural material (Goodwin M.

H., 2007; Soulaimani, 2017). Uptake of verbal elements of

a previous participant can also be accompanied by mutual

gaze (Haddington, 2006) in the case of alignment. Some

studies mention processes of synchronization, where participants

perform the same stance expression simultaneously, such as

manual gesture (Katila and Philipsen, 2019) or laughter as

a bodily gestalt (Jensen, 2014). Two special cases of turn-

sharing which serve affective stance-taking are discussed by

Pfänder and Couper-Kuhlen (2019): “choral performance” and

“chiming in”, accompanied by visual markers, such as gaze and

head movement.

Fourthly, whilemost articles discuss the collaborative process of

alignment, some do explicitly mention how disalignment can take

form. For instance, Honda (2010) describes that movement away

from co-participants signals disalignment. An important aspect in
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this regard is the timing of stance displays: in environments of

disalignment, a delay of reciprocated smiling (Kaukomaa et al.,

2013) or nodding (Muntigl et al., 2012) is observed. Evaldsson and

Melander (2017) show that disalignment through the expression of

negative emotions is still mutually organized and involves constant

change and adaptation.

A final aspect with respect to the collaborative nature of stance-

taking is the distinction between (dis)alignment and (dis)affiliation.

Alignment, on the one hand, is described as a “structural endeavor”

(Kunitz and Jansson, 2021, p. 45), influencing the sequential

progressivity of an (inter)action. Affiliation, on the other hand, is

linked to stance-sharing, identity and relationship work and can be

reached both by aligning with another participant or disaligning

with a third party (Melander, 2012; Kunitz and Jansson, 2021).

Similarly, Stivers (2008) distinguishes different recipient reactions

for alignment and affiliation. More large-scale implications of

stance on, for example, emotion work, as well as contextual factors

influencing stance will be discussed in the next section.

3.3.3. Stance in a broader context
Given that stance is expressed by social actors in an

intersubjective manner, there is an interplay between the form of

stance expressions and (the consequences of) its broader function

in a social and societal context. Several articles in our selection

discuss this interplay, in relation to interpersonal relations, identity

construction, as well as the normative organization of interaction.

The aspect of interpersonal dynamics is discussed in several

studies both with regard to immediate and long-term effects

(Sharma, 2013; Jensen, 2014; Keel, 2015; Tainio and Laine, 2015;

Katila and Philipsen, 2019). Regarding long term effects, Tainio

and Laine (2015) describe how repeated negative stance displays

by teachers responding to incorrect student answers can affect the

general attitude toward a subject. In a similar way, aligning or re-

enacting together can help building longer-term relations based

on the local dynamics in interaction (Jensen, 2014; Katila and

Philipsen, 2019).

Furthermore, by examining multimodal stance-taking, other

patterns, related to inter- or cross-cultural encounters as well

as identity construction can be uncovered (Goodwin M. H.,

2007; Mondada, 2009; Goodwin and Alim, 2010; Sharma, 2013;

Gilbert, 2018; Schröder, 2020; Van De Mieroop, 2020; Kunitz

and Jansson, 2021; Liang, 2021). For instance, Gilbert (2018)

describes how police officers use acoustic gestures (finger snaps)

and pointing gestures as a way of enacting their authoritative

identity during stance-taking.

Lastly, there are various norms and expectations with regard to

how stance ought to be expressed. These are either more general,

societally embedded (Goodwin M. H., 2007; Berger and Rae, 2012;

Rekittke, 2017; Butler and Edwards, 2018; Hübscher et al., 2019;

Pinto and Vigil, 2019; Bateman, 2020) or more local, linked to

a specific institutional setting such as classrooms (Cekaite, 2007,

2020; Kääntä, 2014; Evaldsson and Melander, 2017) or courtroom

interaction (Matoesian, 2018). In a classroom setting, students

can time stance displays within the familiar temporal organization

of Initiation-Response-Evaluation sequences without disrupting

the activity (Cekaite, 2007). Similarly, in courtrooms, participants

may draw on visual stance displays given existing restrictions on

when to speak and what to say (Matoesian, 2018). Connected to

more general societal norms, some articles mention the notion of

responsibility for stance expressions. Certain visual resources may

be employed to take less responsibility or none at all for a certain

stance (Kärkkäinen, 2012; Janzen and Shaffer, 2013; Jones et al.,

2015; Vranjes et al., 2018; Li, 2021). For example, interactants may

draw on visual stance expressions after incomplete syntax to avoid

verbalizing assessments and thereby stay “off the record” (Ford

et al., 2012, p. 209; Li, 2021).

4. Summary of the findings

With this systematic literature review, we aimed firstly, to

provide an overview of existing studies on multimodal stance-

taking, including a full-fledged analysis of relevant analytical

dimensions in these texts, and secondly, to identify gaps in the

research and pave avenues for future work. In what follows, we

provide a summary of our findings. Through the critical appraisal,

we were able to map out and analyze two major dimensions, Form-

function relations and Stance as a dynamic process, within our set of

76 articles.

Various articles in this review make claims on form-function

relations connected to multimodal stance-taking. The review

provides an overview of the ways in which all articulators that were

coded (face, gaze, head, arms or shoulders, hands, and trunk or

body) can be combined to express stance.

Interactants may also intensify, foreground or mitigate a stance

multimodally. This intensification can be regarded as a flexible

investment, that is adapted to the interactional needs. Bodily-visual

resources can be used to upgrade an initially primarily verbal

stance-act, resulting in a ‘second, multimodal attempt’; or they can

be used simultaneously, in moments of “heightened embodiment”

(Kärkkäinen, 2012).

With regard to the temporal organization of stance, the

review points to two relevant parameters: First, in intra-participant

stance expressions, semiotic resources can either be stacked

simultaneously or over the course of a turn. Second, inter-

participant stance expressions are built collaboratively, again,

either simultaneously or across longer stretches of an interaction.

Zooming out from individual analyses, this foregrounds the

potential for stance-taking at any point, reiterating that, indeed,

“[. . . ] there is never a time out from the social action of taking

stances and adopting positions” (Du Bois and Kärkkäinen, 2012,

p. 438).

The review shows that collaborative stance-taking benefits

greatly from the dynamic affordances of the bodily-visual

modality: during turns-at-talk, bodily-visual resources allow for

ensuring fit responses, opening the floor for negotiation, and

synchronization of stance expressions. Additionally, a shared

(embodied) participation framework and shared epistemic access

are a prerequisite for any form of shared stance-taking, making the

visual modality a key factor in stance co-construction.

Lastly, there is an interplay between the form of stance and

its broader function in a social and/or societal context. Stance
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expressionsmay impact attitudes and identity construction or affect

interpersonal relations. Conversely, (societal) norms in different

settings impact the multimodal organization of stance-taking as

well as the extent to which participants shape their responsibility

for these stances.

5. Discussion

The discussion of our findings is structured in three sections.

We start with a reflection on the limitations of our selection and

review process. This is followed by a general reflection on the

fundamental nature of (multimodal) stance. We close with some

suggestions on broadening the scope of research, touching on

methodological as well as linguistic and cultural diversity.

5.1. Limitations

In this review, we aimed at synthesizing research within a

‘stance paradigm’ (see Section 1). Unavoidably, this choice has

resulted in a somewhat biased selection of articles with regard to

the represented methodological and linguistic diversity. Potential

for future research including systematic reviews will be addressed

further in Section 5.3.

More than half of the selected articles are situated in the

Conversation Analysis framework, which leads to a predominance

of qualitative research. A quantitative perspective is less

represented. Moreover, the predominance of conversation analytic

work that stems from an established tradition and prominent

research groups in specific geographical areas is mirrored in the

languages of interaction studied: 32 articles are based on English

data6, 8 articles on Finnish and 9 on Swedish interactions, with

a number of authors or labs represented in our selection more

than once.

Another implication of the eligibility criteria is an imbalance in

the representation of types of stance. While affective and epistemic

stance are scrutinized in a large part of our selection, deontic stance

remains less prominent. This might be due to the differences in

traditions, linking deontics to the termmodality, rather than stance.

Keeping these limitations in mind, we will proceed to discussing

our findings and potential implications for future research in the

following paragraphs.

5.2. The fundamental nature of
(multimodal) stance-taking

The fundamental nature of (multimodal) stance-taking surfaces

in two aspects. First of all, while it is often argued that multimodal

stance-taking is still a largely-understudied phenomenon, there is

in fact a considerable body of work approaching the topic from

6 As was pointed out by the editor, the search criteria arguably skewed

the results toward English data, considering that there is a rich tradition of

publishing in languages other than English.

different angles. This leaves us with the impression that the inherent

multimodality of stance-taking has become widely accepted, which

enables researchers to move beyond this premise.

Secondly, the set of 76 reviewed articles in its entirety shows

the important role of stance-taking in human interaction. The

study of multimodal stance-taking touches upon a wide range

of interactional phenomena and dimensions that might not

appear as evidently when consulting the articles in isolation.

While multimodality is often regarded as a mere stacking of

different resources within one participant, the review shows

that the temporal organization of these resources is an essential

aspect of the study of multimodal interaction. Next to intra-

speaker aspects such as polyphonic strategies, the sequential

organization of interaction seems indivisibly connected to

the processes of (dis-)alignment and (dis-)affiliation with

other participants, depending on the context. This highlights

the collaborative character of interaction as a whole as

well as the social and cultural embeddedness of multimodal

stance expressions.

5.3. Broadening the scope of research

Based on this review, we are able to identify several relevant

avenues to broaden the scope of research, on both a methodological

and thematic level.

Regarding methodology, this review shows—in part because of

its focus on the specific term stance—a predominance of qualitative

approaches to stance-taking, rooted mainly in Conversation

Analysis. While revealing a wide range of interactional practices

for the expression of multimrodal stance, the principally qualitative

approach leaves us with little statistical evidence for recurrent

multimodal patterning in relation to stance-taking. Examples of

such patterns include the shrug, the expression of distancing or

proximity, as well as change-of-state markers in the face (see

Section 3.2.1). Notable exceptions are the more quantitatively-

oriented studies of Roseano et al. (2016), Hübscher et al. (2019),

and Feyaerts et al. (2022). To the best of our knowledge, there

is to date very little empirical work that has uncovered such

entrenched or conventionalized form-function pairings, neither

in other subbranches of linguistics zooming in on the notion

of stance, nor in studies using different conceptual frameworks,

such as appraisal, subjectivity, viewpoint, etc7. This raises the

important methodological question to what extent a form of

methodological triangulation is needed to provide a full-fledged

account of multimodal stance-taking. In what way can fine-grained

micro-analyses pave the way for large-scale corpus-based studies

on particular co-occurrence patterns or for experimental studies

7 Given the broad range of terms and paradigms that appear in the literature

connected to stance phenomena, as already mentioned in the introduction

of this article, we have to acknowledge that relevant (mixed method or

quantitative) work may not be included in this review. Therefore, future

systematic reviews tackling terms associated with stance would be beneficial

in mapping out the landscape of existing studies and connecting them across

paradigms.
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that tap into the underlying cognitive processes involved in the

production and processing of multimodal stance expressions?8

And how can corpus-based or experimental work raise questions

for which a micro-analytical approach is warranted? In sum,

the current review shows a steady increase in the number and

a broadening of the scope of studies on multimodal stance-

taking. However, the development of a research program on

this phenomenon requires careful methodological considerations,

including the consistent use of mixed-methods approaches as well

as a reflection on the status of entrenched multimodal patterns a

part of language users’ repertoire (e.g., can they be considered as

form-function pairings on a par with grammatical constructions,

lexical units, etc.?). We hope that the current review may serve as a

starting point for this type of methodological reflection.

A second methodological gap relates to the represented

linguistic diversity. Apart from the lack of studies on signed

languages, non-European languages or non-Western varieties

of, e.g., English or French, we found that there lies potential in

cross-linguistic research on multimodal stance. A notable example

in this regard is a cross-linguistic study by Pekarek Doehler

et al. (2021). Given the fundamental role of stance in interaction

highlighted by this review, approaching the phenomenon

across different languages, settings and demographics9 seems

very promising.

On a more thematic level, we are able to identify the following

suggestions for future research: First of all, apart from the

local dimensions pertaining to stance-taking (i.e., form-function

relations and temporal relations), several studies in our selection

point to the interpersonal effects of stance-taking, the relation to

emotion work, the development of interpersonal relations, and

identity construction (see Section 3.3.3). A relevant avenue is, thus,

to systematically address this interplay between local and global

aspects of stance-taking.

Regarding the higher-level social and societal context of stance-

taking, some studies explicitly investigate stance expressions in

institutional settings such as therapy sessions (Muntigl et al.,

2012; Muntigl and Horvath, 2014) or courtroom interactions

(Matoesian, 2018), others scrutinize ‘mundane’ settings such

as dinner talk. Investigating preferences and permissibility of

different stance displays in relation to their interactional context

could reveal more about the multimodal organization of stance.

Some first steps in this regard have already been taken (e.g.,

Hübscher et al., 2019). Furthermore, the settings described

in the selection of articles go way beyond the ‘standard’

8 An interesting example of research on stance uptake is the study by

Peräkylä et al. (2015) who investigate the link between physiological arousal

and a�liation during storytelling.

9 A small number of studies in this review deals with developmental aspects

of stance expressions in children and the elderly (Bolly and Boutet, 2018;

Hübscher et al., 2019; Cekaite, 2020). Older people would tend to use

pragmatic markers slightly di�erently from a younger demographic as they

have a larger pragmatic competence. This is observed in an imbalanced use

of pragmatic markers across modalities or a reduction in gesture amplitude

(Bolly and Boutet, 2018). In the context of politeness strategies, preschoolers

are found to have an increasing repertoire of mitigation strategies to signal

politeness as they get older (Hübscher et al., 2019).

constellation of dyadic interaction, including among others the

institutional settings mentioned above, as well as classroom

discourse (Cekaite, 2007, 2020; Kääntä, 2014; Evaldsson and

Melander, 2017), and interpreted interactions (Janzen and Shaffer,

2013; Vranjes et al., 2018). The inherent complexity of settings

in which stance-taking occurs perhaps asks for a revision of

the “Stance Triangle” (Du Bois, 2007), which is based on

interactions involving two subjects, to be able to take into

account more participants as well as stances involved in an

interaction. Specifically, the way in which semiotic resources are

organized to coordinate stance-taking might depend considerably

on the constellation, showing another interesting avenue for

future research.

Finally, based on the following observations, we argue that

potential lies in broadening the often-used classification of stance

into three types (affective, epistemic, and deontic). In this review,

the majority of the articles that explicitly mentioned the type of

stance under investigation featured affective stance, followed by

epistemic stance. In contrast, only a handful of articles investigated

deontic stance. Regarding the expression of stance in relation to

this categorization, our review did not show differences in the

use of semiotic resources according to types of stance. Instead, it

seems that almost all resources can be involved in the expression

of all sorts of stance. Furthermore, the categorization of stance

types has previously been criticized, as they so often overlap

(e.g., Chindamo et al., 2012, p. 620), which is supported by

the findings in this review: The expression of ‘surprise’, for

instance, is both affective and epistemic (the same applies to

‘shock’, but with a different polarity). A shrug can have both

epistemic and deontic functions. Instead of trying to assign

clear types to stance, it might therefore be more accurate to

classify stance expressions based to several features, allowing

for overlap.

6. Conclusion

The current contribution presents a systematic review of 76

articles on multimodal stance-taking and a critical appraisal of the

literature. The size of this review highlights the considerable growth

of work on the topic over the past years.

The critical appraisal was conducted along two major

dimensions: form-function relations, and aspects of dynamicity.

With regard to the first dimension, the review shows that the whole

body can be part of stance expressions, and that different semiotic

resources are used flexibly, depending on the interactional needs.

The overview based on Table 1 and Supplementary Tables 3, 4 is

meant to serve as a starting point for researchers interested in

specific form-function relations related to stance-taking. Findings

with regard to stance as a dynamic process highlight the

fundamental nature of stance-taking in interaction, touching on a

wide range of interactional phenomena occurring in a wide range

of forms and contexts.

For future research, the following potentials are identified:

Choosing mixed method approaches could contribute to the

study of multimodal stance by enriching and underpinning

largely qualitative results. Much potential lies in cross-linguistic

studies and varying settings and participant constellations. Finally,
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future work could benefit from attempts in (at least punctually)

reconciling different conceptual frameworks and terminologies

surrounding the phenomenon of multimodal stance-taking.
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